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Detailed Description of the Collection

**B1**

**Photo Album**

.1 – [two women and boy on dock in small boat harbor]
.2 – [Alitha sitting in driver’s seat of automobile]
.3 – [Grover, Alitha, and boy in boat; same boat as in .1]
.4 – [similar to .3]
.5 – [Alitha standing next to automobile]
.6 – [Alitha and Grover posed on sidewalk in urban area, not Alaska]
.7 – [Grover standing next to automobile]
.8 – [group picnicking at Spenard Lake, eating watermelon]
.9 – [Grover and Alitha posed at Spenard Lake holding watermelon]
.10 – [similar to .9]
.11 – [Grover, Alitha, and boy in boat tied to dock at Spenard Lake]
.12 – [group picnicking next to dock on Spenard Lake]
.13 – [Alitha and boy standing on bow of boat at Spenard Lake]
.14 – [Grover posed with two young girls on lawn]
.15 – [group picnicking at Spenard Lake]
.16 – Dear kids, here is the house we all love so well. Do come over for a hot butterhorn & eat at the breakfast bar for old times sake [exterior of house, not Alaska]
.17 – [Alitha standing next to automobile with Washington State license plate]
.18 – [Alitha standing next to road sign for Coeur D’Alene National Forest]
.19 – [person standing next to automobile on rural highway]
.20 – [Alitha standing in front of log building with “Welcome” sign]
.21 – [Alitha wearing bathing suit, posed next to wooden post on highway overlook]
.22 – [Alitha standing on steps of building with “Coffee Shop” sign]
.23 – [Alitha posed at overlook above lake]
.24 – [Alitha standing next to automobile]
.25 – [Alitha wearing bathing suit posed next to automobile towing trailer on gravel highway, possibly Alaska Highway]
.26 – [Grover standing next to small stream]
.27 – [Alitha posed in front of hotel, possibly near Kluane Lake on Alaska Highway]
.28 – [Alitha posed in front of log building with “Kluane” sign]
.29 – [Grover posed next to Mac’s Garage]
.30 – [Alitha wearing bathing suit posed next to automobile towing trailer on gravel highway, bridge in distance, possibly Alaska Highway]
.31 – [Alitha wearing bathing suit posed next to automobile towing trailer on gravel highway, bridge in distance, possibly Alaska Highway]
.32 – [Grover posed in low brush, river valley in distance]
.33 – [Grover posed next to Ford automobile with Washington State plate]
.34 – [Grover walking down dirt road]
.35 – [Alitha wearing bathing suit posed next to automobile]
.36 – [Grover posed at overlook above lake]
.37 – [Alitha sitting at base of wooden tripod with colored flags, possibly highway sign]
.38 – [Grover posed next to gravelly stream]
.39 – [Grover leaning on post at scenic lake overlook]
.40 – [Alitha walking along road shoulder towards automobile pulling trailer, Alaska Highway]
.41 – [Alitha walking in clearing along roadway]
.42 – [Grover standing next to trailer]
.43 – [Grover sitting on low stone wall next to lake]
.44 – [Alitha posed next to highway mile marker 845]
.45 – [Alitha posed next to Milepost 0, Alaska Highway, Dawson. Cf. .2.68]
.46 – [scenic with mountains and trees]
.47 – [scenic of lake, wooden railing in foreground]
.48 – [scenic of lake]
.49 – [scenic of mountains]
.50 – [bird’s eye view of suspension bridge across river, Peace River Bridge, Alaska Highway]
.51 – [Alitha standing on road at foot of suspension bridge]
.52 – [Alitha waving next to road sign “Entering Alaska, Leaving Yukon Territory”]
.53 – [Grover and Alitha standing next to automobile with overloaded trunk]
.54 – [Grover and Alitha standing next to log roadhouse with sign “Night Beds,” Woodie automobile parked at right]
.55 – [automobile parked in clearing near trees]
.56 – [Grover standing in front of cabin, possibly Fireoved homestead, Anchorage]
.57 – [Grover leaning on shovel, cabin at left, trailer parked at right, Fireoved homestead]
.58 – [Alitha posed with hatchet in front of trailer, Fireoved homestead]
.59 – [Alitha swinging hatchet at birch tree, Fireoved homestead]
.60-66 – [Grover and Alitha outdoors in winter, Fireoved homestead]
.67-72 – [Alitha skiing, Anchorage]
.73 – [Grover and Alitha sitting in living room, Grover holding figurine, piano at right]
.74 – [Grover wearing suit and fedora hat, posed outdoors, trailer in background, pile of concrete blocks at left, Fireoved homestead]
.75 – [people in costume at party, possibly Halloween]
.76-79 – [World Championship Sled Dog Races, Fur Rendezvous, Anchorage]
.80 – [bird’s eye view of spectators lining Fourth Avenue in front of J. Vic Brown and Sons Jewelers, 515 Club, and Gilman’s Bakery, World Championship Sled Dog Races, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.81 – [musher on C Street, World Championship Sled Dog Races, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.82 – [King Island dancers performing outdoors during Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.83 – [King Island dancers performing outdoors during Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.84-85 – [Alaska Native dancers posed with spectators outside Rutherford’s Men’s Shop, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, possibly Frank Ellanna and King Island dancers]
.86-88 – [World Championship Sled Dog Races, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.89 – Alitha and unidentified white woman posed with two King Island dancers outside radio supply store, possibly Frank Ellanna on right]
.90 – [King Island dancers riding in toy sleighs past Quonset huts, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.91 – [King Island dancers performing outdoors during Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.92 – [King Island dancers posed with Aurora train, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.93 – [two female King Island dancers posed outdoors, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, possibly Ursula Ellanna at right]
.94 – [two female King Island dancers posed with spectator outdoors, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, possibly Ursula Ellanna at right]
.95 – [Alitha being lifted by King Island dancer, possibly Frank Ellanna, second dancer at right]
.96 – [unidentified white woman wearing short fur parka with beadwork, standing outdoors in winter]
.97 – [King Island dancers sitting with Alitha and two other white women in Fireoved living room, eating sandwiches. At AFN 2016, man at right identified as Frank Ellanna] [At AFN 2022, location possibly Anchorage?]  
.98 – [King Island dancers with Grover, Alitha and two unidentified white women in restaurant banquet room. At AFN 2016, man at left identified as Sam Mogg, Sr.]  
.99 – [Grover, Alitha, and King Island dancers standing in front of switchboard watching man demonstrate communication machinery, possibly telegraph]
.100 – [Grover, Alitha, and King Island dancers standing in front of sign for Alaska Fur Factory. At AFN 2016, man second from right identified as Frank Ellanna]
.101 – [Alitha posed on railroad caboose, wearing B.P.O.E. ribbon]
.102 – [scenic of rocky coastline, Turnagain Arm?]  
.103 – [Grover, Alitha, and unidentified man wearing B.P.O.E. ribbon standing on railroad caboose]
.104 – [Grover and Alitha earing B.P.O.E. ribbons standing on railroad tracks, Seward?]  
.105 – [Grover and Alitha earing B.P.O.E. ribbons standing in front of railroad depot]
.106 – [winter scenic of Loop District, Alaska Railroad]
.107 – [passengers on platform at Alaska Railroad depot, Seward]  
.108 – [Grover, Alitha, and two unidentified men wearing B.P.O.E. ribbon standing on railroad caboose]
.109 – [Alitha on railroad caboose]
.110 – [Alitha standing next to Farmall tractor, Fireoved homestead]
.118-123 – [Alitha and Grover on Farmall tractor, Fireoved homestead]
.130 – [camp stove set up on wooden crate among birch trees]
.131 – [Alitha and Grover cooking on camp stove outdoors]
.132-133 – [clearing land, Fireoved homestead]
.134 – [man and small boy shoveling dirt out of trailer]
.135 – [clearing land, Fireoved homestead]
.136 – Copper River Railway Bridge at Chitina, Aug. 17, 1932 [postcard. Bridge collapse during washout. Same as B1971.x.005.15]
.137 – Copper River Native operating fish wheel [postcard. Alaska Native man wearing Western style clothing standing on fish wheel]
.138 – Chitina, Alaska [postcard. Bird’s eye view of town]
.139-140 – [Grover and Alitha posed with scarecrow in garden]
.141 – [Alitha standing on dirt road]
.142 – [Alitha descending long flight of wooden stairs down cliff face, automobiles on road along river at bottom, Chitina tramway]
.143-147 – [Chitina tramway over Copper River]
.148 – [Alitha, Grover, and unidentified woman standing near automobile on dirt road]
.149 – [Grover and Alitha posed on scenic overlook]
.150 – [Alitha and unidentified man posed next to automobile on dirt road, Chitina tramway stairs in background]
.151 – [man and woman posed on scenic overlook]
.152 – [Alitha posed next to automobile on dirt road, Chitina tramway stairs in background]
.153 – [Alitha posed on dirt road next to waterfall]
.154 – [man posed next to waterfall]
.155 – [Grover posed next to waterfall]
.156 – [man posed on creek near waterfall]
.157 – [scene of Copper River]
.158 – [Alitha posed next to log cache]
.159 – [Alitha posed with fish wheel]
.160 – [man and woman posed next to building numbered “66,” Kennecott?]
.161 – [Alitha and Grover posed in front of waterfall]
.162 – [waterfall on creek]
.163 – [Alitha standing on wooden bridge looking at terminus of valley glacier]
.164 – [view across wooden bridge to distant mountains]
.165-167 – [Alitha and unidentified woman unloading automobile trunk for picnic]
.168 – [automobile parked next to piles of lumber and construction materials, mountains in background, Whittier]
.169 – [Grover waving in rail yard, cable roll at left, storage tanks in background, mountains in distance, Whittier]
.170 – [Grover and Alitha with unidentified woman in rail yard at Whittier]
.171 – [Alitha and Grover with dog posed in doorway of house, Fireoved homestead]
.172 – [Alitha with dog, seated on wooden fence around garden, Fireoved homestead]
.173 – [Alitha seated in driver’s seat of automobile]
.174 – [Alitha and Grover posed next to old military ambulance]
175 – [Alitha and Grover posed next to automobile]
176 – [Alitha and Grover with dog posed in doorway of house, Fireoved homestead]
177 – [Alitha posed in doorway of house, Fireoved homestead]
178-180 – Feb. 1952 [Alitha and Grover with unidentified couple posed next to Indiana-Ohio border marker]
181 – [Grover and unidentified man posed next to automobile with Alaska license plate]
182 – [Alitha and woman standing next to automobile, not Alaska]
183 – Taken 2-52 [Grover and Alitha sitting on luggage on concrete walk, not Alaska]
184 – Ruth, Stub [four people seated on couch, not Alaska]
185 – Garns, taken 2-1952 [exterior of house, not Alaska]
186 – Taken 2-52 [Grover holding luggage, high-stepping on concrete walk, not Alaska]
187 – [Alitha with couple on lawn, man holding camera, not Alaska]
188 – [Grover and Alitha with woman on lawn, not Alaska]
189 – [Alitha with couple on lawn, not Alaska]]
190 – [Grover sitting in living room, not Alaska]
191 – [Alitha with couple posed outdoors, photographer’s shadow in foreground, not Alaska]
192-193 – [Alitha and Grover on lawn, not Alaska]
194-195 – [Alitha and Grover in living room, not Alaska]
196 – [Grover on ocean coast]
197 – [Alitha and man standing next to automobile, not Alaska]
198 – [Alitha in front of hotel, not Alaska]
199-200 – [Grover, Alitha, and couple in driveway of hotel in winter, not Alaska]
201 – [exterior of observatory dome, not Alaska]
202 – [Grover holding young child, standing next to automobile, not Alaska]
203 – [Alitha standing next to citrus tree, not Alaska]
204 – [Alitha posed in front of observatory, not Alaska]
205 – [exterior of observatory, not Alaska]
206-208 – [bird’s eye view of field during Rose Bowl game, not Alaska]
209 – [Grover feeding doves at mission, not Alaska]
210-213 – [Alitha and Grover posed at mission, not Alaska]
214-215 – [Alitha posed in front of hotel with palm trees, not Alaska]
216-217 – [Alitha posed in front of waterfall, not Alaska]
218 – [Alitha posed in front of teepee tourist attraction, not Alaska]
219 – [Alitha posed in front of sign for Guest Ranch Motor Hotel, not Alaska]
220 – [Alitha and man standing next to 1909 Oldsmobile Limited with California license plate, not Alaska]
221 – [Grover standing next to automobile on winter road, Alaska Highway]
223 – [Grover and man standing next to 1909 Oldsmobile Limited with California license plate, not Alaska]
224 – [horse-drawn wagon on street, not Alaska]
225 – [Alitha standing next to wagon, not Alaska]
226 – [Grover posed on beach, bridge in distance, not Alaska]
227 – [man and boy riding HH McCormick tractor, not Alaska]
228 – [Grover, Alitha, and couple posed with tourist cutouts in Tijuana, Mexico]
229 – [Alitha, Grover, and couple in ox-drawn wagon, not Alaska]
230 – [Alitha riding ox, not Alaska]
231 – Taken 1/6/52 [Alitha and Grover posed in Conestoga wagon, not Alaska]
232 – [Alitha and Grover standing in front of large building in winter, not Alaska]
233 – [ski lift at resort, not Alaska]
234 – [Grover patting deer, standing next to Sun Valley ski bus, not Alaska]
235 – [Alitha and Grover with two children and dog, standing next to automobile, not Alaska]
236-237 – [Alitha and Grover standing next to automobile, herd of deer in background]
238-239 – [Alitha and ski lift at resort, not Alaska]
240-242 – [herd of deer, not Alaska]
243-244 – [Alitha at ski resort, not Alaska]
245 – [ice skaters on pond next to building, not Alaska]
246 – [Alitha posed next to snow sculpture in front of Sun Valley Opera House, not Alaska]
247 – [Alitha at ski resort, not Alaska]
248-250 – [Grover and Alitha with couple in mountainous area in winter]
251 – [man sitting in living room, Christmas tree at left]
252 – [Grover and man sitting in living room]
253 – [Grover and Alitha on skis in front of house]
254 – [Grover and woman standing on dirt road, house in background, not Alaska]
255 – [woman taking photograph with camera, not Alaska]
256 – [couple holding small dog posed on stoop of house, not Alaska]
257-258 – [couple standing in front of log cabin, with mounted antlers and wagon wheels]
259 – [bird’s eye view of Anchorage, looking east to Chugach Mountains]
260 – [two couples standing in front of roadhouse with wagon wheel]
261 – [Grover and Alitha standing in front of log cabin, with mounted antlers and wagon wheels]
262 – [couple standing in front of roadhouse with wagon wheel]
263 – [man waterskiing, not Alaska]
264-266 – [boats lined up for race along lakeshore, mountains in distance, Spenard Lake?]
267-268 – [parade, Anchorage]
269-271 – [Alitha, Grover, and couple in front of roadhouse with wagon wheel]
272-276 – [floats on parade, Fourth Avenue, Anchorage]
277 – [Grover sitting in outhouse]
278 – [Alitha and Grover in wooded area]
279 – [Alitha and woman sitting on stoop of wood-sided house, automobile at right]
280 – [Grover with couple and dog sitting next to wood-sided house, Grover and woman holding cameras]
281 – [man in clearing in wooded area, holding camera]
282-285 – [exterior of house in winter, Fireoved homestead]
286 – [Alitha sitting at kitchen table, drinking coffee, box of Muffets cereal on table, Fireoved homestead]
287 – [Alitha in living room, Fireoved homestead]
.288-289 – [interior of living room, Fireoved homestead]
.290 – [Alitha standing in doorway of house, Fireoved homestead]
.291 – On McCarrey St., homestead home [Alitha sitting on stoop, Fireoved homestead]
.292 – [interior of living room, Fireoved homestead]
.293 – [Alitha posed with dog between sled frame and automobile]
.294 – [Grover and man standing in kitchen of cabin]
.295-296 – [grader working on road construction]
.297 – [Grover sitting on back of Woodie automobile with small concrete mixer]
.298 – [Grover shaking hands with man, standing next to truck pulling trailer, carrying Farmall tractor]
.299 – [large crowd lined up along dirt road]
.300 – [Grover and woman standing next to large building, not Alaska]
.301 – [man wearing lei and fez, not Alaska]
.302 – [Alitha and couple at ruined building]
.303 – [Alitha and woman posed in front of Alaska Railroad Engine 1 at Anchorage depot]
.304-307 – [people picnicking outdoors, Fireoved homestead]
.308 – [Alitha standing next to automobile, photographer’s shadow in foreground]
.309 – [Kennecott Copper Corporation mining complex]
.310 – [tour group inside building at Kennecott Copper Corporation mining complex]
.311 – [Alitha standing outside house in winter, Fireoved homestead. Color]
.312 – [Alitha standing at tourist attraction, water well in background, Trapper’s Den? Cf. 2.99]
.313 – [Alitha standing next to vegetable garden, duck family on path, Fireoved homestead. Color]
.314a – [Alitha standing next to automobile in front of post office at Chitina]
.314b – [parade on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, passing businesses including Sportland, Frontier Saloon, Mac’s Foto, D & D Bar & Café]
.315 – [Alitha standing next to flower garden, duck family on path, Fireoved homestead. Color]
.316-317 – [Alitha comparing height to that of two boys in kitchen, Betty Crocker cake mix on counter, Fireoved homestead. Color]
.318 – [sign reading “Lots for Sale, Wonder Park, Restricted, Grover Fireoved.” Cf. .2.118]
.319 – [distant view of people standing in clearing, Wonder Park]
.320 – [Grover standing next to sign reading “Lots for Sale, Wonder Park, Restricted, Grover Fireoved”]
.321 – [Grover standing in doorway of house, couple on lawn, Fireoved homestead]
.322-323 – [exterior of house, Fireoved homestead]
.324-325 – [group picnicking at wooden pavilion]
.326-328 – [interior of house, Fireoved homestead]
.329 – [Grover on porch of house, Fireoved homestead]
.330-333 – [Grover outside house in winter, Fireoved homestead]
.334 – [Grover and woman in low brush]
.335 – [couple in low brush]
.336 – [couple in front of wood-sided house, automobile at right]
.337 – [chicken lawn ornaments, Fireoved homestead]
.338 – [flamingo lawn ornaments, Fireoved homestead]
.339a-339b – [Alaska Nellie Lawing outside her cabin at Lawing]
.340 – [Grover, man and two young women standing on porch of building]
.341a-341b – [automobiles outside post office at Hope]
.342 – [Grover inside airplane passenger cabin]
.343 – [men and women riding in open-top automobile in clearing, cases of Olympia Beer on ground at left]
.344 – [men and women with automobiles in clearing, mountains in distance]
.345-347 – [Grover and couple posed with large birdhouse along boardwalk, mountains in distance]
.348-349 – [aerial view of tidewater glacier terminus, airplane prop in foreground]
.350-351 – [parade on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, with floats passing J. Vic Brown & Sons Jewelers]
.352-353 – [passengers on ship deck]
.354 – [aerial view of tidewater glacier terminus, airplane prop in foreground]
.355 – [passengers on ship deck]
.358 – [Alitha and Grover standing next to railroad tracks at Kennecott, mining buildings above. Color]
.359 – [workers offloading fish on dock. Color]
.360-363 – [Alitha and Grover with tour group riding train at McCarthy. Color. Cf. .2.52]
.364-367 – [Alitha and Grover at wooden pavilion in winter, Wonder Park]
.368 – [woman wearing crown and short fur parka standing on ice rink, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous Queen]
.369-370 – [person wearing costume standing outdoors in winter]
.371 – [blanket toss, group getting ready to hoist man in center, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.372-373 – [King Island dancers at Fireoved homestead, including Frank and Ursula Ellanna]
.374-375 – [King Island dancers with Grover and Alitha in Fireoved living room. Cf. .2.130. At AFN 2016, people in .374 identified as back row: unknown, Alitha, Sam Mogg Sr., Mary Mogg, Grover; front row Kukuluk, Frank Ellanna, Kazanac]
.376 – [blanket toss, Fireoved homestead?]  
.377 – [King Island dancers with Grover and Alitha in Fireoved living room]
.378 – [Grover and Alitha wearing fur parkas, posed in living room]
.379-381 – [blanket toss, Fireoved homestead?]
.382 – [King Island dancers at Fireoved homestead]
.383 – [Alitha wearing fur parka, posed in living room]
.384 – [bird’s eye view of Fourth Avenue, World Championship Sled Dog Races, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.385 – [King Island dancer wearing fancy parka posed in Fireoved living room. At AFN 2016, woman identified as Mary Mogg]
.386-387 – [mushers and spectators on Fourth Avenue, World Championship Sled Dog Races, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.388 – [blanket toss, Fireoved homestead?]
.389-394 – [King Island dancers and other guests standing outside house, Fireoved homestead]
.395 – [blanket toss, Fireoved homestead?]
.396 – [spectators posing with King Island dancers on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.397 – [crowds on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.398 – [blanket toss, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.399-402 – [floats on parade on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, including International Order of Odd Fellows and Loyal Order of Moose]
.403-405 – [floats on parade on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage, including Alaska Railroad; 1949]
.406 – [Alitha and Johanna Clampner at formal event, looking at award]
.407 – [Miss Alaska flanked by King and Queen, clown on stairs, Fairbanks Ice Carnival?]
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Loose prints
.408 – Right to left: Edna Mosier, Clara Williams, Ruth Deets & Wanda Higgins, yours truly. We were drinking 7-Up - ha. [four women seated at table in restaurant]
.409 – Tackett Studio, Seattle [group portrait of nine women in hotel meeting room, Alitha at right, Toastmistress Club]
.410 – Dale Carnegie class no. 34, Washington Athletic Club, May 22, 1943. Photo by Roger Dudley, 51724 [group portrait of men and women seated at banquet tables]
.411 – [group portrait of women seated at banquet table, Toastmistress Club]
.412 – Batchelor Commercial Photographers, Spokane [group portrait of women at banquet tables, Toastmistress Club; same event as .413]
.413 – [bird’s eye view of conference attendees at banquet tables, banner on mezzanine railing reads “Saint Paul Welcomes You,” Toastmistress Club]
.414 – Mile High Photo Co., Denver [group portrait of conference attendees at banquet tables, banner reading “Aloha” over head table, Toastmistress Club]
.415 – Bird’s eye view of Nome, Alaska [Dobbs, photographer. Photographer’s name and caption blotted out. Collotype]

Ephemera
- “Eskimo Day at Wonder Park, February 21, 1954.” List of participants
- Records of Toastmistress Club activities, including handbooks, by-laws, programs, membership rosters
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35mm slides
.2.1 – Nov. 1954 [winter exterior, Fireoved homestead, 307 McCarrey, Wonder Park. Cf. .2.121]
.2.2 – Nov. 1954 [winter exterior, Fireoved homestead, 307 McCarrey, Wonder Park]
.2.3 – June 1958 [men standing next to tractor and pile of metal barrels, Fireoved homestead]
.2.4 – June 1958 [man driving tractor pulling wooden sled full of metal barrels, man riding atop barrels, Fireoved homestead]
.2.5 – Meeting at Wonder Park [people standing and sitting on picnic tables at wooden pavilion]
.2.6 – [three people posed next to sign reading “Lots for Sale, Wonder Park, Restricted, Grover Fireoved”]
.2.7 – Oct. 1955, Mary B. birthday celebration [people seated at table, interior of Garden of Eatin’ restaurant, Anchorage]
.2.8 – Alaska Mutual Savings Bank. Stewart’s Photo Shop, 382 [exterior of bank building, 1967?]
.2.9 – [exterior of the Presbyterian Church at F Street and Fifth Avenue, Anchorage]
.2.10 – [parade passing spectators outside Anchorage Visitor Information Center Log Cabin on Fourth Avenue, with banner reading “Headquarters Anchorage Shrine Club 2nd Annual Shrine Circus”]
.2.11 – [Anchorage Fire Department fire truck on parade, passing federal building on Fourth Avenue in Anchorage]
.2.12 – [soap box derby outside Alaska Sales & Service, Anchorage]
.2.13 – [soap box derby contestants on parade on Third Avenue near E Street, Anchorage. Cf. .2.139]
.2.14 – [exterior of building on Elmendorf Air Force Base, January 1956]
.2.15 – [military tanks on parade grounds at Elmendorf Air Force Base]
.2.16 – [woman standing next to road sign reading “Indian House, Dinners, Cocktails, Liquor to Go,” Turnagain Arm in background]
.2.17 – [statehood bonfire on park strip, Anchorage, 1958. Cf. .2.60]
.2.18 – [Grover posed with spirit houses, Eklutna cemetery. Cf. .2.66]
.2.19 – [Grover posed next to Russian Orthodox chapel at Eklutna cemetery]
.2.20 – [wooden pavilion at Wonder Park in winter]
.2.21 – [winter scenic with houses in foreground, Chugach Mountains in distance, Wonder Park. Cf. .2.120]
.2.22 – [people picnicking at wooden pavilion, Wonder Park, 1958. Cf. .2.122]
.2.23 – [people picnicking at wooden pavilion, Wonder Park, 1958]
.2.24 – [crane offloading sections of pipe for water system, Wonder Park, 1959]
.2.25 – [crane offloading sections of pipe for water system, Wonder Park, 1959]
.2.26 – Thaw by hand for gold mine dredging [Grover standing next to men using pipes to thaw ground at mining operation near Fox, June 1955]
.2.27 – Thawing ground [Alitha sitting next to area being thawed for dredging at mining operation near Fox, June 1955]
.2.28 – Gold dredge [dredge in operation at mining operation near Fox, June 1955]
.2.29 – Gold dredge [dredge in operation at mining operation near Fox, June 1955]
.2.30 – Gold dredge [dredge in operation at mining operation near Fox, June 1955]
.2.31 – Aerial view of University of Alaska [Fairbanks campus aerial, 1955]
.2.32 – Grover standing next to automobile parked in front of Santa Claus House, North Pole]
.2.33 – Tok Junction Inn [Alitha standing on steps of log building, Tok Lodge, 1955]
.2.34 – Fairbanks [control tower at Wainwright Air Force Base, 1955]
.2.35 – [exterior of headquarters building at Wainwright Air Force Base, 1955]
.2.36 – [automobile driving across the Robertson River Bridge on the Richardson Highway, 1955]
.2.37 – [Portage Glacier and lake, 1957]
.2.38 – [ships at docks in Whittier harbor, 1957]
.2.39 – [ships pulling away from docks in Whittier harbor, 1957]
.2.40 – [ships in Whittier harbor, railroad tracks in foreground, 1957]
.2.41 – Hodge Bldg. [Whittier, 1957]
.2.42 – [view down railroad tracks to Hodge Building, Whittier, 1957]
.2.43 – [Alaska Railroad depot at Whittier, with Buckner Building in background, 1957]
.2.44 – [exterior of Big Lake Lodge, with small boats and floatplane at docks in foreground, 1957]
.2.45 – [people walking up gravel boat launch between Big Lake Lodge and parking lot, 1957]
.2.46 – [people standing on railroad tracks in front of buildings at Kennecott Copper Corporation, May 1954]
.2.47 – [people walking on railroad tracks at depot of Kennecott Copper Corporation, May 1954]
.2.48 – [bird’s eye view of McCarthy, May 1954]
.2.49 – [woman kneeling next to tourist grave marker reading “There lies McCarthy, born 1913, died 1938,” May 1954]
.2.50 – [Grover standing on boardwalk in front of dilapidated house, McCarthy, May 1954]
.2.51 – [exterior of church, McCarthy, May 1954]
.2.52 – [tour group riding train at McCarthy, May 1954. Cf. .360-363]
.2.53 – [view of Cordova as seen from water, May 1954]
.2.54 – [women working on the line at a fish cannery at Cordova, May 1954]
.2.55 – [women working on the line at a fish cannery at Cordova, May 1954]
.2.56 – [aerial of erupting volcano, Mount Shishaldin, August 1955]
.2.57 – Beachmaster & harem, St. Paul, Pribilofs [fur seals on rocky coast, 1955]
.2.58 – Trading post, Kotzebue, Alaska [people sitting next to building, furs and merchandise hanging from exterior wall, 1955]
.2.59 – [exterior of Hospitality House, Fairbanks, 1957?]
.2.60 – [statehood bonfire on park strip, Anchorage, 1958. Cf. .2.17]
.2.61 – [statehood bonfire on park strip, Anchorage, 1958. Cf. .2.17]
.2.62 – [statehood bonfire on park strip, Anchorage, 1958. Cf. .2.17]
.2.63 – Mac’s Foto Service [statehood flag draped on federal building in Anchorage, June 1958]
.2.64 – 476. Mac’s Foto Service [exterior of Alaska Native Service Hospital, Anchorage]
.2.65 – Mac’s Foto Service [aerial of Anchorage, with West Anchorage High School and Chester Creek in foreground, looking northeast]
.2.66 – [Alitha posed with spirit houses, Eklutna cemetery. Cf. .2.18]
.2.67 – Mac’s Foto Service. 320 [in pencil:] Eklutna village [spirit houses at Eklutna cemetery]
.2.68 – [Milepost 0, Alaska Highway, Dawson, 1955. Cf. .45]
.2.69 – Mile 182, Alcan Hwy [view down road in winter, 1955]
.2.70 – Mill Creek [view down road in winter, bridge in distance; identified later as Miles Creek, mile 363, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.71 – Mile 426, Alcan Hwy [view down road in winter, 1955]
.2.72 – Lake Muncho [scenic of Muncho Lake, mile 460, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.73 – Lower Liard susp. Bridge [view down road to suspension bridge over Liard River, mile 495, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.74 – Lake Watson junction [road signs at Watson Lake, mile 635, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.75 – Teslin Lake [view down road to Teslin Lake, mile 802, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.76 – Longest wooden bridge on highway, mi. 803 [view down road to construction and automobiles crossing Nisutlin Bay Bridge, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.77 – Teslin Lake, 85 mi. long [scenic of Teslin Lake, mile 813, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.78 – [mile 880, near Marsh Lake, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.79 – Whitehorse [road sign, “Welcome to Whitehorse, Yukon,” mile 917, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.80 – Whitehorse [street scene with automobiles parked in front of businesses including Yukon Electrical, Canadian Pacific Airlines, Bank of Montreal, White Horse Inn, 1955]
.2.81 – [view down road at mile 961, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.82 – Champagne burial ground [Alitha posed with spirit houses in Indian cemetery at Champagne Landing, mile 974, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.83 – [Alitha posed at grave of Jennie Hoochie, Indian cemetery at Champagne Landing, mile 974, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.84 – [view down road at mile 1012, Pine Creek, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.85 – Haines Junction [view down road to flagpole and sign for police station, mile 1016, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.86 – Boutillier Summit, 3280’ [view down road, mile 1048, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.87 – Kluane Lake, largest lake in Yukon [view down road to lake, mile 1058, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.88 – Kluane Lake [scenic of lake, mile 1058, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.89 – Kluane Lake Bridge [view down road to bridge and sign reading “Slow, Dangerous Bridge,” mile 1058, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.91 – Catholic mission [shrine to the Virgin Mary at Burwash Landing, mile 1093, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.92 – Donjek River [scenic at mile 1129, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.93 – Pipeline, Haines to Frbk [view down road to pipeline right-of-way, mile 1291.5, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.94 – Tanana River Bridge, 950’ [view down road to bridge, mile 1309.5, Alaska Highway, 1955]
.2.95 – Mentasta Mts. [view down road at mile 312 near Tok, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.96a – Trapper’s cabin, sod roof [log cabin, mile 298, Little Tok River, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.96b – Mt. Drum, 12,000 ft., & Mt. Sanford, 16,200 ft., Wrangell Mts. [scenic at mile 243, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.97 – Mt. Sanford [scenic at mile 239, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.98 – North junction [Grover standing next to automobile next to road sign for Valdez and Anchorage, junction of Glenn and Richardson highways at mile 203, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.99 – Trapper’s Den [roadhouse at Gakona, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.100 – Trapper’s Den [roadhouse at Gakona, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.101 – Mi. 182 [view down road, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.102 – Tahneta Pass Summit, 3328 ft. [scenic of Nelchina Glacier, mile 129, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.103 – Tazlina Glacier, 20 mi. lake at terminal moraine [scenic of glacier, with Tazlina Glacier Lodge log cabin in foreground, mile 156, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.104 – Mendeltna Lodge [log cabins, mile 153, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.105 – Chugach Range [scenic at mile 128, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.106 – Near Sheep Mt., Chugach Range [scenic at mile 118, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.107 – Near Sheep Mt. [scenic at mile 115, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.108 – Near Sheep Mt. [scenic at mile 114, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.109 – Sheep Mt. Lodge [Grover standing next to automobile at gasoline pump, Sheep Mountain Lodge in background, mile 113, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.110 – Matanuska Glacier [scenic at mile 105.5, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.111 – Yellow rail [view down road at mile 98, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.112 – [scenic at mile 87, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.113 – Palmer Highway [view down road to Knik River Bridge, mile 39, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.114 – Palmer Highway [view down road at mile 30, Glenn Highway, 1955]
.2.115 – [Palmer, with cultivated fields of farm at left, mountains in distance, 1955]
.2.116 – Wonder Park [aerial of subdivision in winter]
.2.117 – Wonder Park [aerial of subdivision in winter]
.2.118 – Nov. 1954 [sign reading “Lots for Sale, Wonder Park, Restricted, Grover Fireoved”]
.2.119 – [wooden pavilion in winter, Wonder Park]
.2.120 – [winter scenic with bell and houses in foreground, Chugach Mountains in distance, Wonder Park. Cf. .2.21]
.2.121 – Nov. 1954 [winter exterior, Fireoved homestead, 307 McCarrey, Wonder Park. Cf. .2.1]
.2.122 – [people picnicking at wooden pavilion, Wonder Park, 1956. Cf. .2.22]
.2.123 – Moose picnic [wheelbarrow races, Wonder Park, 1956]
.2.124 – Sept. 1955 [bird’s eye view of houses in Bootlegger Cove, Anchorage, with Cook Inlet in background. cf. .2.136]
.2.125 – [parade, with Crippled Children’s Association float passing Anchorage Buick Center, 1958]
.2.126 – [parade, with float passing Anchorage Buick Center, 1958]
.2.127 – [Grover posed outdoors with King Island dancers, including Frank Ellanna and Ursula Ellanna, Fireoved homestead, 1953]
.2.128 – [King Island dancers posed outdoors, including Frank Ellanna and Ursula Ellanna, Fireoved homestead, 1953]
.2.129 – [King Island dancers, including Frank Ellanna and Ursula Ellanna, at Fireoved homestead, 1953]
.2.130 – [Alitha and Grover posed with King Island dancers in living room, 1953. Cf. .374-375. At AFN 2016, woman and man seated to the right of Alitha identified as Ursula and Frank Ellanna, man at right identified as Sam Mogg, Sr.]
.2.131 – [King Island dancers, including Frank Ellanna and Ursula Ellanna, posed with Grover next to igloo, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous, 1953]
.2.132 – Totem pole at Idle Hour [Grover walking up to totem pole on shore of Lake Spenard, 1955]
.2.133 – Golf course [people sitting in folding chairs at tee, Alitha at right, Cook Inlet in distance, 1955]
.2.134 – [number never assigned?]
.2.135 – Anchorage from Lee's window, L St. Apt. [bird’s eye view of housing in South Addition, 1955]
.2.136 – Cook Inlet [bird’s eye view of houses in Bootlegger Cove, Anchorage, with Cook Inlet in background, 1955. cf. .2.124]
.2.137 – [Anchorage Fire Department fire trucks parked next to log cabin in downtown Anchorage, 1955]
.2.138 – Chugach Carnival motorcycle races [spectators lined up along race track, small Ferris wheel at left, 1955]
.2.139 – [soap box derby contestants on parade on Third Avenue near E Street, Anchorage. Cf. .2.13]
.2.140 – [interior of living room, Fireoved homestead. Copy slide]
.2.141 – [interior of dining room, Fireoved homestead. Copy slide]
.2.142 – [interior of living room and kitchen, Fireoved homestead. Copy slide]
.2.143 – [interior of living room, Fireoved homestead. Copy slide]
.2.144 – [exterior of Fireoved homestead in winter. Copy slide]
.2.145 – [interior of living room, Fireoved homestead. Copy slide]
.2.146 – [wooden pavilion in winter, Wonder Park. Copy slide]
.2.147 – [Alitha wearing rabbit fur cape, sitting in living room, Fireoved homestead. Copy slide. Fur cape in Anchorage Museum collection]
.2.148 – Yukon River near Galena [scenic, with riverboat passing bluffs]
.2.149 – [man posed next to Curly Q Railroad, Council City, 1965]
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